
At UN Assembly, Turkey calls on world
to fulfil aid pledges for hosting
Syrian refugees

19 September 2017 – Stressing that his country has spent over $30 billion to
care for more than three million Syrians and 200,000 Iraqis fleeing war in
their own homelands, Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan took to the
podium of the United Nations General Assembly today to call on the world to
fulfil its pledges of aid to conflict torn countries.

“I would like to underscore that we have not received sufficient support from
the international community, especially the European Union (EU), for the
efforts we have been carrying out,” he told the Assembly on the opening day
of its 72nd annual general debate, noting that has sent only 820 million
euros out of the 3 billion euros, plus an additional three billion it
promised.

Mr. Erdogan said Turkey is waging “an intensive fight against the bloody
terrorist organizations in the region such as the Islamic State of Iraq and
the Levant (ISIL or Da’esh) and the Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK), and
denounced efforts to change the demographic structure, such as Iraqi
Kurdistan’s drive for independence.

“Ignoring the clear and determined stance of Turkey on this matter may lead
to a process that shall deprive the Iraqi Kurdish Regional Government even
the opportunities they currently enjoy,” he warned.

On the Middle East conflict, he stressed that the internationally endorsed
two-state solution can only be possible if Israel immediately stops illegal
settlements on Occupied Palestinian Territory, calling on the international
community to support the Palestinian struggle for an independent and
geographically unified Palestinian state in East Jerusalem, the West Bank and
Gaza.

Full statement available here

No one country can resolve global
challenges single-handedly, Zambia
stresses at UN Assembly

19 September 2017 – Reaffirming Zambia’s commitment to international
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cooperation to address the challenges facing the planet, the country’s
President today called on world leaders to come together and act boldly for
the sake of the shared future.

“In this globalized and inter-dependent world, no country, however wealthy or
powerful, can resolve all these challenges single-handedly,” said Edgar
Chagwa Lungu, addressing the general debate at the 72nd session of the
General Assembly.

“Common solutions are, therefore, required through a strong United Nations,”
he added.

In particular, he noted the challenges brought on by the impact of climate
change – intensified through the increase in natural disasters – and how
future generations remain most vulnerable out of no fault of their own.

Underscoring the importance of UN in addressing challenges in an interlinked
and interdependent world, the Zambian President called for reforms, in
particular to the Security Council to make the Organization more effective
and efficient.

The Security Council needs to be more representative, democratic and
accountable to all UN Member States, he said, adding that as Africa
constitutes the second largest bloc of the UN Membership, proposals to reform
the Council “should heed Africa’s legitimate call.”

Also in his remarks, the President noted important gains registered by the
country, based on both the African Union 2063 Agenda and the global 2030
Agenda for Sustainable Development and that the agendas have been integrated
into the national development planning framework. He also spoke of
improvements in agriculture, employment generation, manufacturing as well as
on deepening of democracy, rule of law and human rights.

“Zambia continues to make tremendous strides in the campaign to end child
marriage [and] we are also repealing a number of discriminatory and outdated
statutes related to children [to make it compatible with] the provisions of
the Convention on the Rights of the Child,” he said, urging everyone to
concentrate on efforts to protect children and youth.

Full statement available here

‘To each his own’ not a viable
alternative in a world facing shared
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challenges, Swiss President says

19 September 2017 – With the world facing complex challenges such as climate
change, humanitarian disasters and migration, all spanning geographical
borders and requiring collective efforts to effectively address, the
President of Switzerland told delegations in the General Assembly today that
a strong multilateral system centered on a strong United Nations must be
established.

“We need a strong United Nations and the fact that we need to repeat this
today should set the alarm bells ringing,” stressed Doris Leuthard in her
address to the Assembly’s annual general debate, noting at the same time that
it is important to recognize the milestones UN Member States have achieved in
tackling global challenges, coming together to adopt the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development and the Paris Agreement on climate change.

“The success of those efforts will depend on how well those instruments are
implemented,” she said, also welcoming reforms outlined by the Secretary-
General in the areas of peace and security, development and management,
expressing particular support for the priority placed on prevention, as the
price to pay for conflict in humanitarian, economic and financial terms was
much higher than the costs of prevention activities.

Citing the migration crisis in Europe as a challenge requiring cooperation,
she stressed: “We need solutions based on solidarity between countries. All
countries must do their part.” Turning to the nuclear crisis on the Korean
Peninsula, she said Switzerland is committed to non-proliferation and the
complete elimination of nuclear weapons. “Only negotiations and a diplomatic
process will make it possible to find a solution to the security problem
posed by the nuclear crisis in the Korean Peninsula,” she added.

On other pressing issues, Ms. Leuthard said access to the Internet, the
impact of digitization on sustainable development and cybersecurity must be
addressed hand in hand. In addition dialogue is essential and must be
conducted on large scale and include all relevant parties. Yet, political
dialogue has proven insufficient on the issue of climate change. “The Paris
Agreement must be quickly implemented,” she said, noting the importance of
the private sector’s role in devising solutions.

Indeed, scientific diplomacy has allowed for making the correct decisions,
and politicians must base their decisions on evidence-based policy, she said,
convinced of need invest in effective multilateral system. “To each his own
is not a viable alternative,” she asserted.
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The 21st century will be an African
century, African Union President tells
UN General Assembly

19 September 2017 – The 21st century will see Africa take its rightful place
on the world stage, Alpha Condé, the President of Guinea, which also holds
the current presidency of the African Union, told the United Nations 72nd
General Assembly on the opening day of its general debate today.

“The 21st century will without doubt be a century in which Africans are going
to are going to count for more and in a decisive way because there is an
ever-greater determination among Africa’s leaders and youth that the hour of
renewal has arrived,” he said.

“Africa, formerly subjugated, ruthlessly exploited and molded by the will of
others, has awakened. She has arisen to lead the battle for sustainable
development, justice and good governance.”

Stressing that Africa’s lack of development is not its fated destiny and that
it has been the most dynamic continent over the past decade, Mr. Condé
highlighted the need for economic diversification, industrialization and the
need to instruct and deploy two million community health workers throughout
the continent.

As African leaders have repeatedly advocated at many previous General
Assembly General Debates, he called for the enlargement of the 15-member
Security Council, the only UN body whose decisions are mandatory and have the
force of international law, to reflect the new realities of the world,
including permanent seats with veto powers for African States.

Full statement (in French) available here

At General Assembly, France urges
return to optimism, values that
underpinned UN’s founding

19 September 2017 – Citing a litany of world crises and quoting directly from
victims of man-made and natural disasters, French President Emmanuel Macron
today called for a return to the optimism and universal values that inspired
the founding of the United Nations 72 years ago, taking into the account the
new realities of the 21st century.
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“In the 21st century we need a responsible and efficient United Nations
endowed with the means to overcome its owns blockages when hundreds of
thousands of lives are at stake,” he told the 72nd UN General Assembly on the
opening day of its general debate, calling on the UN Security Council’s five
permanent members to forgo their right of veto in cases of mass atrocities.

From Syria, Iraq and Libya to Mali and Myanmar, Mr. Macron denounced
extremism, terrorism and human rights abuses, called for compassion for
refugees and migrants and warned that the root causes behind these disasters
must be addressed through development, education and elimination of hunger.

Citing the fate of a compatriot on St. Martin, whose house was destroyed by
Hurricane Irma which recently devastated the Caribbean island, Mr. Macron
underscored the vital importance of the 2015 Paris Agreement limiting the
emission of global warming greenhouse gases, recognising the United States
decision to leave it, but adding that “the door will always be open” for the
US to return.

Turning to the nuclear threats facing the world, he called for negotiations
and a political solution in the Democratic Republic of Korea’s (DPRK)
“furious” race for nuclear weapons, while praising the 2015 accord limiting
Iran’s nuclear capabilities. It would be “a grave error” to renounce or fail
to respect it, he said, adding he told both US and Iranian leaders that
yesterday.

Full statement (in French) available here
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